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ABSTRACT: The use of an ultrasound (US) field for
rapid and reversible control of the movement of bubble-
propelled chemically powered PEDOT/Ni/Pt micro-
engines is demonstrated. Such operation reflects the US-
induced disruption of normal bubble evolution and
ejection, essential for efficient propulsion of catalytic
microtubular engines. It offers precise speed control, with
sharp increases and decreases of the speed at low and high
US powers, respectively. A wide range of speeds can thus
be generated by tuning the US power. Extremely fast
changes in the motor speed (<0.1 s) and reproducible
“On/Off” activations are observed, indicating distinct
advantages compared to motion control methods based
on other external stimuli. Such effective control of the
propulsion of chemically powered microengines, including
remarkable “braking” ability, holds considerable promise
for diverse applications.

Chemically powered nano-/microscale motors have
received considerable recent attention.1−12 In particular,

bubble-propelled catalytic tubular microengines have shown
promise for many important biomedical and environmental
applications.13−20 The ability of such microengines to perform
complex operations requires a precise control of their motion.
Control of the directionality of catalytic micromotors has been
commonly achieved by means of magnetic fields.21−27 Various
strategies have been employed to regulate the speed of such
micromotors, including application of thermal,28−31 optical,32,33

or electrical34 stimuli, control of motor composition,35 and
control of microchip structures.36

Here we demonstrate precise, rapid, and reversible control of
the speed of bubble-propelled chemically powered micro-
engines through application of ultrasound (US) fields.
Ultrasound is widely used for biomedical applications37−39

and has the capability to cavitate, coalesce, and collapse gas
bubbles.40−42 Taking advantage of the effect of US upon gas
bubbles, we demonstrate herein the use of an US field to
regulate and modulate the speed of catalytic microengines. This
operation relies on the large translational movement of the
coalesced bubbles and the significant growth and aggregation of
microbubbles in the presence of an US field, a process that
hinders the regular bubble evolution on the larger opening of
the microtubular engine. Unlike the long response times of

speed-controlled approachesbased on thermal or optical
stimulithat affect the fuel level or reaction rate (and
indirectly the bubble formation),29,32 the tubular microengines
respond nearly instantaneously (within 0.1 s) to the US field
owing to its direct effect upon the bubble evolution and
ejection. This reversible and rapid US motion control
represents an effective approach for regulating on demand
the operation of catalytic microengines.
As illustrated in Figure 1, US-based control of the movement

of catalytic microengines results from the effect of the US field

upon the evolution of the generated oxygen microbubbles. The
bubble-propulsion mechanism of tubular microengines has
been described previously.43,44 The propulsion thrust reflects
the release of individual oxygen microbubbles, generated on the
inner Pt surface by the catalytic decomposition of the hydrogen
peroxide fuel. The ejection of the microbubbles from the wider
opening of the microtubes thus leads to discrete step-by-step
displacements of the motor (Figure 1, left). The propulsion
thrust generated by the momentum associated with the ejection
of the individual bubbles results a linear motion of the
microengine.43 Application of an US field disrupts the bubble
evolution and hinders the movement (Figure 1, right). Video
S1 provides a direct observation of the bubble evolution and
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Figure 1. Schematic (top) and microscope images (bottom) of the
ultrasound-based modulated motion of a chemically powered
PEDOT/Ni/Pt microengine. The presence of an US field disrupts
the bubble evolution at the larger opening of the microengines,
resulting in greatly diminished propulsion. Scale bar, 20 μm.
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ejection behavior and a clear illustration of the new US-induced
“braking” ability of the chemically powered microengines.
Previous reports showed that the interference between

different standing acoustic waves establishes a differential
pressure field in the fluid; acoustic radiation forces result
from pressure gradients in the incident and scattered ultrasonic
fields that drive gas bubbles to nodes or anti-nodes in the
acoustic pressure field.45 The acoustic radiation forces on gas
bubbles are normally referred to as Bjerknes forces. These
forces are normally divided into two basic types: primary
Bjerknes forces (F1) and secondary Bjerknes forces (F2). The
primary Bjerknes forces, experienced by single bubbles and
causing bubbles to migrate in an acoustic field or to gather in
certain areas (e.g., pressure nodes), can be expressed as46
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where ρ0 is the equilibrium liquid density, ω0 is the resonance
angular frequency of the bubble, ω is the driving acoustic
angular frequency (1.0 MHz), δ is the total damping constant,
Am is the complex pressure amplitude which is proportional to
applied transducer potential, and κ is the wave vector in the
liquid. The secondary Bjerknes forces, responsible for the
bubble interactions, which lead to the attraction of individual
bubbles, are given by46
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where R10 and R20 are the equilibrium radii, which are
dependent on the size of the microengines (R10= R20 for the
same engine), ω1 and ω2 are resonance angular frequencies of
the bubbles, δ1 and δ2 are their total damping constants, and L
is the distance between two bubbles. Considering that ω1 = ω2
and δ1 = δ2 for bubbles generated from the same engine, F2 is
always larger than zero, which means that bubbles attract each
other. Detailed mathematical discussions of these two forces are
provided in Supporting Information. When an US field is
applied on a moving microtubular engine, oxygen bubbles
generated inside the tubeare ejected immediately from the
microtube (without a normal gradual growth) due to the
primary Bjerknes forces and rapidly aggregate to form large
bubbles due to secondary Bjerknes forces (Figure 1, right). The
combined effect of these two forces disrupts the normal bubble
evolution and ejection at the larger opening of the micro-
engines (Figure 1, right), which is critical for efficient
propulsion. Such changes in the normal bubble evolution of
the microengines result in a greatly diminished propulsion.
Careful examination of the videos indicates that the micro-
engines sometimes recoil back very slightly under the US field.
This may be attributed to the flow generated from the bubble
translational motion and aggregation. In contrast, the micro-
engines remain static under the US field in the absence of
hydrogen peroxide fuel.
Reversibly and rapidly stopping and starting artificial

micromotors is commonly a major technological challenge.
Figure 2 and corresponding Video S2 illustrate the reversible
and rapid “Stop−Go” switching of the microengine motion
upon applying repetitive US field. A catalytic poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)/Ni/Pt tubular micro-
engines (15 μm long, 5 μm diameter in the wider side)
fabricated by the template electrodeposition47 (see Supporting

Information for experimental details). In the absence of the US
field, the microengine moves normally, with a characteristic
bubble tail, at a high velocity of 231 μm/s. Application of the
US field (10 V of US transducer voltage) results in a remarkable
“braking” ability (within 0.1 s; Figure S1). As a result, the
microengine stops its movement nearly completely after
application of the US field, keeping only a negligible velocity
of 6 μm/s. The microengine rapidly resumes its movement
after the US field is been turned off, regaining its original speed
within 0.1 s. Such multiple 1-s “Stop−Go” maneuvers, i.e.,
cyclic “On/Off” US activations, illustrate the reversibility of US-
based motion control. The cyclic “On/Off” US activation of the
nanomotor motion can be repeated several times. Unlike earlier
motion-control methodsbased on thermal, optical, or
electrical stimuliwhich modulate the propulsion by control-
ling the fuel level or reaction rate,28−32 the US-based speed
control directly affects the bubble evolution and thus results in
extremely fast response times. The speed/US-power temporal
profiles in Figure 2 indicate great promise for regulating on
demand the motion of catalytic microengines in connection to
an external “On/Off” US switch.
The extent of bubble disruption, and hence the speed

diminution, depends upon the power of the applied US field,
which is controlled by the applied transducer voltage. The
pressure produced by the US field, which has a direct influence
on the Bjerknes forces, is directly proportional to the voltage
amplitude at a given frequency (see eqs 1 and 2). As a result, a
wide range of microengine speeds can be generated (using the
same fuel level) via fine control of the US field. Such precise
speed control is illustrated in Figure 3 and corresponding Video
S3. For example, the observed motion trajectories of the
microengine, taken from Video S3, illustrate the precisely
regulated velocity using a variety of US amplitudes,

Figure 2. Cyclic “On” and “Off” ultrasound activation of the PEDOT/
Ni/Pt microengine motion. Time-lapse images (A) and corresponding
speed/time dependence (B) illustrating the US-triggered “On/Off”
motion control of the PEDOT/Ni/Pt microengine in a 2% H2O2
solution containing 5% NaCh. The microscopic images were taken at
1-s intervals from Video S2. Scale bar, 50 μm. Ultrasound field: 10 V, 1
MHz.
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corresponding to different transducer voltages (a, 5 V; b, 0 V; c,
7 V; d, 5 V; e, 10 V; and f, 7 V) over different time intervals.
Such changes in the US power lead to real-time speed
modulation of the microengines, with sharp increases and
decreases of the speed at low and high voltages, respectively:
217.2, 93.4, 61.4, and 3.7 μm/s at 0, 5, 7, and 10 V, respectively.
These data clearly demonstrate the complete reversibility of the
US-triggered speed modulation (with response times nearly
independent of the US voltage) and that the microengine
rapidly accelerates and decelerates upon application of different
transducer voltages. A wide range of speeds can thus be
generated through fine control of the US power. Such an effect
of different US amplitudes is attributed to the different rates of
bubble aggregation under different US fields, reflecting the
dependence of the applied amplitudes on the Bejerkns forces
(Supporting Information eqs 3 and 5). Higher US powers lead
to higher Bejerkns forces and thus to a faster bubble
immigration and aggregation process, which leads to further
deceleration on the microengines.
The speed of the bubble-driven PEDOT/Ni/Pt micro-

engines is strongly dependent on the concentration of
hydrogen peroxide, which influences the radius and frequency
of the generated oxygen bubbles.47 Accordingly, it is essential to
assess the efficiency of the US-based speed regulation in the
presence of different fuel levels, and particularly the influence of
the initial motor speed upon the US “braking” ability. Figure 4
illustrates the US-modulated speed of catalytic PEDOT/Ni/Pt
microtube engines in four different concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide: 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 5%. The initial average speeds of
the microengines are 24 ± 5, 88 ± 25, 231 ± 30, and 696 ± 61
μm/s in the presence of 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 5% hydrogen

peroxide, respectively. When the US field was turned “On” (10
V, 1 MHz), the microengine motion stopped immediately in
the 0.5%, 1%, and 2% hydrogen peroxide solutions, reaching
negligible speeds of 7 ± 5, 8 ± 6, and 10 ± 8 μm/s,
respectively. Apparently, the microengine retains its remarkable
US-based braking capability at these different fuel levels.
However, for the extremely fast propulsion (e.g., 696 ± 61 μm/
s using an elevated 5% hydrogen peroxide concentration), the
speed was greatly reduced to 175 ± 54 μm/s (see Video S4).
Complete stoppage of the microengine motion at this high fuel
level would require the use of higher US powers (i.e., stronger
“brakes”). The presence of a surfactant (sodium cholate in this
work) is essential to the new operation, in view of its key role in
the bubble evolution.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that ultrasound stimuli

can be used for regulating the movement of chemically
powered tubular microengines. Such rapid and reversible
motion control, including instantaneous “On/Off” activations,
is attributed to the direct effect of the US field upon the
evolution of the generated oxygen microbubbles. The extremely
fast changes in the motor speed represent a distinct advantage
compared to other motion control methods. The new speed
modulation capability can be expanded to other types of
bubble-propelled micromotors.48−50 Preliminary results in this
direction are very encourging (not shown). This ability to use
ultrasound to trigger the motion of tubular microengines and to
regulate their speed offers an elegant route for controlling the
operation of catalytic microengines and holds considerable
promise for challenging new applications of these nano-/
microscale motors.
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Figure 3. Ultrasound-triggered speed modulation of catalytic micro-
engines upon switching the US transducer voltage to 5 V (a), 0 V (b),
7 V (c), 5 V (d), 10 V (e), and 7 V (f). (A) Motion trajectories taken
from Video S3. Scale bar, 50 μm. (B) Speed modulation of the
microengines (black) in connection to the different voltages (red).
Other conditions as in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Ultrasound-modulated speed of catalytic microengines in the
presence of different fuel concentrations. Other conditions as in Figure
2.
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